
Ideal For Catch Up And Learning At Home:
CGP KS2 English
Are you looking for the perfect resource to help your child catch up on their
English skills while learning from home? Look no further, as CGP KS2 English is
an ideal solution for students in Key Stage 2.

With the ongoing pandemic and disruptions to traditional education, many parents
have to take charge of their child's learning at home. CGP, the leading
educational publisher, offers a comprehensive range of study materials, including
their KS2 English series.

What makes CGP KS2 English so special?

CGP KS2 English is designed to meet the National Curriculum requirements and
provide an immersive learning experience. Here are a few reasons why it's an
excellent choice for catch-up and learning at home:
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The CGP KS2 English series covers all essential topics and skills required for
Key Stage 2 English. From spelling and grammar to comprehension and creative
writing, the resources are structured to ensure a well-rounded understanding of
the subject.

With clear explanations and engaging examples, the books make complex
concepts accessible and enjoyable for young learners. Whether your child needs
to strengthen their punctuation skills or expand their vocabulary, CGP has it
covered.

2. Interactive exercises and activities

Learning becomes much more exciting with CGP KS2 English due to its
interactive approach. The books are filled with a variety of activities, including
exercises, quizzes, and puzzles, that actively engage students in the learning
process.

This interactive style ensures that children don't just read passively but actively
participate and apply what they've learned. It helps develop critical thinking,
problem-solving, and analytical skills, making the learning experience enjoyable
and effective.

3. Exam-style practice

CGP KS2 English also focuses on exam preparation, ensuring students are
thoroughly equipped with the knowledge and skills needed to excel in
assessments. The books include practice questions and mock tests that simulate
the format and conditions of actual exams.

By regularly practicing with CGP, students gain confidence and familiarity with the
exam setting, improving their performance and reducing stress when it comes



time to sit the tests.

4. Clear and concise explanations

Understanding complex concepts is made easier with CGP KS2 English, thanks
to its clear and concise explanations. The books present information in a student-
friendly language, avoiding unnecessary jargon and confusing terminology.

These straightforward explanations foster independent learning, allowing children
to study without constant assistance. They can use CGP resources for self-
guided revision, ensuring progress even when parents are busy juggling various
responsibilities.

5. Variety of resources

CGP offers a wide range of resources within their KS2 English series, catering to
different learning preferences and needs. Alongside the traditional textbooks, they
provide workbooks, revision guides, and practice questions books.

These various formats allow you to choose the type of resource that best suits
your child's learning style. Whether they prefer writing practice, visual aids, or
comprehensive overview, CGP has the right option to enhance their
understanding and retention.

When it comes to catch-up and learning at home, CGP KS2 English is an ideal
choice for Key Stage 2 students. Its comprehensive coverage, interactive
approach, exam-style practice, clear explanations, and variety of resources make
it an engaging and effective study companion.

Investing in CGP resources ensures your child receives a high-quality education
even during challenging times. Help your child reach their full potential in English



with CGP KS2 English and make learning at home an exciting and successful
experience.
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This book contains hundreds of English exercises; all divided into 10-Minute
English Workouts - there’s one Workout for every week of the school year. Each
features a warm-up question, followed by a selection of spelling, punctuation and
grammar questions, finished off with a reading or writing exercise. They’re perfect
for keeping track of how pupils are progressing week-by-week. Answers to each
Workout are included in a cut-out section at the back of the book, and we’ve even
included a handy progress chart, where you can record pupil’s marks and make
notes.
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